This contribution presents the results of comparison of Dutch texts written by bilinguals I) (speaking French and Dutch), with Dutch texts regarded as STANDARD WRITTEN DUTCH.
I. Mater~ls
The materials used for the present contribution belong to From every composition the first 125 words were put on punchcards together with coded information as to their source. In this way a corpus of ca. 100,000 words was compiled. In order to allow for comparison of relative parameters such as wordspread, vocabulary-growth etc., it was later divided into two parts each containing ca. 50,000 words (parts I and 2 below).
The texts of group B, i.e. the SWD, were obtained by putting together extracts from literary work by I0 contemporary authors.
This anthology gave us a corpus of some ]O,0OO words.
The first part of group A reflects ca. 50 different subjectmatters, whereas the SWD-anthology reflects only ]O subjectmatters or "themes". So the disproportion of corpora is outweighed by a themes/tokens ratio which is I/ 10 in both corpora.
In order to estimate the influence of subject-matter on word- For reasons of simplicity our investigation did not adopt the usual distinction between loan-words and foreign words since this is based on the different degrees of integration of foreign lexemes, measured by differences in pronunciation, social acceptability within the speaking community and certain prescriptive arrangements such as their inclusion in vocabularies and dictionaries, whose authority is generally accepted.
As the aim of our investigation was to find ways of providing numerical values for interference phenomena, we proceeded in a purely descriptive way, using only etymological criteria to distinguish between original and foreign lexical elements. 
Lexical mter~renceand word-~ngth
As a first approximation test the percentage of foreign words in the vocabulary in both FWD-and SWD-texts was established.
The results are as follows : This fact strengthens the assumption made in this paper, that the lexieal level of language is very closely connected with higher (syntactic) levels, so that statistically statable facts may be explained only in connection with certain more general models of speech production.
• In other words, the "conceptual symbols" do not represent separate pieces of the univers de disoour8 taken at random, but are probably ordered by some classificational system, resembling the biological classification.
Word content and entropy
To test this hypothesis we divided the FWD material into 
